
Since its founding in 1944, Nucraft has worked with customers to create 
inspiring conference rooms, private offices, reception areas, and training 
spaces. Our designs and custom capabilities delight clients who demand 
the most exacting fit, finish, and value for their environments.  Every day, 

we serve our customers with imaginative solutions that integrate technology, 
materials, and furniture in new and inventive ways.
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VENEER
Nucraft takes great pride in providing our customers with the best quality veneers available.  Sourced only from 

suppliers that follow the Sustainable Forest Initiative (SFI) guidelines for sustainable forest management, our 

veneers are hand-selected to ensure they meet our strict guidelines for uniformity of color and grain pattern.

Maple 

closed pore, mild grain pattern. 

Some mineral streaks are 

to be expected.

Oak  

Open pores with a strong 

cathedral-type grain pattern

Cherry   

medium pore, uniform grain. 

Walnut 

 Open pore with a strong

 cathedral-type grain pattern

Nucraft Standard Veneers

Rift Cut White Oak

Figured Anegre 

a series of naturally occuring 

figure effects characterized 

by mild or dominate patterns 

across the grain

English Sycamore

(Curly)

Black Limba

Nucraft Premium Veneers
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Nucraft Double Cut Veneers

Ash

Maple 

Oak

Nucraft Veneer Mix 2014 

Walnut  |   35%  

Cherry  |   20% 

Maple  |   10%

Other  |   20%   

Rift Cut White Oak  |   15%
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GRADES
Because veneers are natural materials, their aesthetic quality can vary.  Therefore, veneers are sorted into 

Grades depending on their location on a product.  Veneers on highly visible surfaces are the highest grade, 

called “AA”.  These are the “best of the best” veneers. The next most visible surfaces also utilize high quality 

veneers called A Grade.  Less visible areas use B Grade veneers.

WHERE ARE THEY USED

B GRADE VENEERS   |    Interior of towers, pedestals, and bookcase backs

      AA VENEERS   |   All work surfaces, transaction shelves, and door and drawer fronts

A GRADE VENEERS   |    Other visible surfaces   

EXOTIC VENEERS

Nucraft can accommodate customer requests for specialty or exotic 
veneers and purchase specific “logs” that are used as part of custom 
millwork. Nucraft can offer suggestions on ways to achieve unique 
aesthetics, stay within budget, and various lay up options.

African Mahogany (Khaya)   |   Quartered Wenge   |   Zebrano or “Zebrawood”  

Makore   |   Sapele   |   Curly Sycamore   |   Eucalyptus   |   Rosewood  

Bird’s Eye Maple  |   Bamboo   |   Double Cut  Veneers

Some of the specialty veneers we have used include

Zebrawood Bird’s Eye Maple Ribbon SapeleSantos Rosewood

Quartered Figured Makore

Walnut Burl

Burl   |   A swirl or twist in the grain of the wood that usually occurs near a knot  ( doesn’t actually contain a knot )

Mineral Streaks  |   An olive to greenish black or brown discoloration of undetermined cause

Pin Knots   |    A knot which does not exceed 3mm in average diameter

Sapwood   |   Wood of pale color near the outside of the log

DEFINITIONS
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VENEER SLICING
The ways in which veneers can be cut are numerous.  Matching the appropriate cut with the natural 

characteristics of each specie of wood determines the overall appearance.  Nucraft utilizes two main

cuts in its standard veneer offering; plain sliced and rift cut.

Veneer Cut Options:

PLAIN SLICED (FLAT CUT)   |   Cherry   |    Walnut   |    Maple   |    Red Oak   |   Ash

Slicing is done parallel to a line through the center of the log.
Plain sliced is the most common method used to produce veneers for furniture.
Plain sliced visually creates a combination of cathedral and straight grain patterns and 
when spliced together gives the panel a natural progression of pattern from leaf to leaf.

LOOSE 

TIGHT FACE

RIFT CUT   |   White Oak only

Rift Cut veneers are sliced slightly off the radius line minimizing the “Flake” associated with quarter slicing.
A rift cut produces uniform patterns of angular lines on the end grain.

QUARTERS

Nucraft uses a high grade of Quarters which are taken from plain sliced veneer for some premium surfaces. 
(Mural, Centric, Cavara, etc)
Nucraft also utilizes quarters for some B grade surfaces.

QUARTERS

QUARTERS

CATHEDRAL OR “HEART”

DEFINITIONS
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LEAVES   |    Sliced individual pieces of veneer

FLITCH   |    A group of leaves from one slicing kept in the order in which they were sliced
 
LOOSE FACE   |   Leaf face from the beveled side of the blade

TIGHT FACE   |    Leaf face from the straight side of the blade
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VENEER LAY UP
One of the methods used to aff ect the beautiful and interesting veneer patterns on furniture is the relationship 

between adjacent leaves, oft en referred to as “lay up”.  The lay up patterns utilized by Nucraft  are Book Match 

and Slip Match.

Slip Match   |  Standard from Nucraft on all non-figured, plain-sliced veneers and all linear pattern veneers (quarter cut, rift cut, and double-cut).

Adjoining leaves of veneer are slipped out in sequence, with all the same face side being exposed.
Grain figure repeats but joints are minimized. The visual grain match is consistent from panel to panel.
Because Cherry and Maple are more prone to color flip, this lay up pattern is an especially good choice
  with these veneers because it minimizes this issue.

Every other piece of veneer is turned over so that the adjacent leaves are opened, as two pages in a book.
Veneer joint creates a symmetrical pattern, with prominent characteristics ascending or descending across
  the match as the leaves progress from panel to panel.

Book Match   |  Standard from Nucraft  on that result in a herringbone or “chevrom” pattern, such as Figured veneers Quartered Figured Anigre
and Quartered Curly Sycamore

Plank Style    

Reverse Box Pattern   |   Standard from Nucraft  on Plaza and Power Well lids

Specialty Lay Ups   |    Nucraft can work with designers to meet particular lay up needs.  In some cases, Nucraft can recommend a less 
expensive veneer which will achieve a similar aesthetic.
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Four equal pieces of veneer are cut diagonally from veneer quarters with the seam running to the corners.
The pieces are matched so that the grain direction runs toward the middle.

Now available on all conference tables for a 10% upcharge. 
Recommended in walnut but also available in cherry.
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PANEL CONSTRUCTION
While veneers may be the most visible element of a wood panel, the key to its strength is its core and a 

properly balanced construction.  Balanced construction ensures that each face of the panel is covered 

with material of similar thickness to protect the panel from warping.  The material opposite the veneer, 

referred to as backer, is either a veneer or an engineered material, depending on whether the surface is 

visible or not.

Core Material   |    Nucraft uses MDF, particleboard and plywood as core materials 

MDF provides a smoother surface when exposed on the underside of tops with thinner hardwood edges and when painted.
Particleboard is used when edge veneer or hardwood edges are applied  completely covering the core.
Plywood is used for additional strength in certain applications such as heavy-duty shelves and the vertical panel in the Media Wall.

MDF Particleboard

FLAT
VISUAL EDGE QUALITY

SURFACE UNIFORMITY

DIMENSIONAL STABILITY

SCREW HOLDING
BENDING STRENGTH
AVAILABILITY

Excellent Excellent

Good Poor

Excellent Excellent

Fair Fair

  Fair     Good

Good Good

Readily Readily

Material Properties       Plywood

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Excellent

Readily

Types of Construction

Hardwood

Veneer

Backer

Hardwood

Veneer 

Backer

MDF Veneer

Veneer

BackerParticleboard

Hardwood
Veneer

BackerParticleboard

2-Ply Backer
Hardwood

2-Ply Veneer

AERIAL
ATIVA

ELEVARE
FLOW

PASSPORT
SABER CONFERENCE

SABER TRAINING

CAVARA
DISCOVERY

ORIGIN
PERFORMANCE CREDENZAS

FOOD SERVICE CREDENZAS

AVID
DUOMO
ENVISION
EQUATE
FORTE
SATELLITE

FORTE SE

Baltic Birch

Hardwood

Veneer over hardwood

Backer

MDF

NEOS
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DURABILITY
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Points to Consider
The hardness of the wood varies considerably from specie to specie.

Wood hardness is generally described in terms of density, specific gravity, or effort required to indent (a hardness scale).

Cherry and anigre are the softest woods that Nucraft commonly uses and maple is the hardest.

Veneer does not have the same ability to withstand the rigors of heavy use as laminates.

Topcoat (regardless of its type) will not protect the wood from indenting.

Veneer can indent to some extent when written on, based on the hardness of the wood and how hard a person presses with their pen.

It is always a good idea to write on a blotter or pad of paper.

Nucraft’s top coat is a crystal clear, UV-resistant urethane acrylic blend.

Properties Include
Maintains the richness, color, and look customers expect in high-end wood furniture.

Provides excellent heat, moisture, chemical, and scratch resistance.

Can be repaired in the field.

Application Method
Sophisticated mixing systems are used to finish all our products thus ensuring consistent and uniform coverage.

Furniture is finished as a complete unit, not finished as flat panels and then assembled as most UV cured finishes require.

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENT FINISHES

Catalyzed 
Lacquer

Conversion 
Varnish

Waterborn
Urethane UV-Cured Proprietary Blend

Scratch Resistant Fair Good Fair Excellent Very Good

Repairability Excellent Very Good Good Poor Good

Clarity Excellent Excellent Fair Poor Excellent

Moisture Resistant Fair Good Good Excellent Excellent

Solvent Resistant Fair Very Good Fair Excellent Excellent

UV Resistant Good Good Good Good Good

Heat Resistant Fair Very Good Good Excellent Excellent

Environmental 
(emissions) Fair Fair Excellent Excellent Excellent

Nucraft
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FINISHING PROCESS
Nucraft utilizes 2-step, 3-step and 5-step finish processes. 

1. Die Stain/Toner

3-Step Process 5-Step Process

Raw Material

2. Seal

3. Topcoat

1. Die Stain/Toner

Raw Material

4. Seal

5. Topcoat

2. Wash Coat

3. Wiping Glaze

1. Seal

2. Topcoat

2-Step Process

Raw Material

Die Stain/Toner   |    Semi-transparent colors used to block out or reduce the color variation of the veneer

Wash Coat   |   Seals in the base color of the stain, but still allows the wiping glaze to drop down into the pores without changing the background color

Wiping Glaze   |   Pigmented oil applied to the wood to fill the pores, provides a subtle undertone to accent the grain

Seal   |   Protective layer of clear coating locking in all color, providing a smooth surface for the clear coat

Topcoat   |   A clear coat providing protection and the finished appearance        

Some manufacturers describe their finishes as utilizing significantly more steps. 
This does not ensure a more durable or beautiful finish; it is merely a way to position their products.

Sheen Options   

Sheen   |   the brightness and luster of the finish
The sheen or gloss level of a cured finish is measured with a gloss meter 

 NUCRAFT OFFERS 3 DIFFERENT STANDARD SHEEN OPTIONS:  MATTE, GLOSS, AND HIGH GLOSS 

 MATTE   |   15 - 20 SHEEN RANGE
 Matte provides a low luster open pore appearance which tends to mask normal wear and leaves wood grain visible to the eye.

 GLOSS   |   40-50 SHEEN RANGE  
 Gloss provides a medium sheen appearance and leaves the grain visible to the eye, with a durable finish.  
 Most commonly specified sheen.

 HIGH GLOSS   |  80-90 SHEEN RANGE
 High Gloss provides a full-fill, hand-rubbed treatment that tends to show wear to a greater degree. It has a mirror-like appearance 
 and is only applied to top surfaces on product under 50” in height. There is an upcharge for this finish.

Shading   |   Semi-transparent color used for highlighting and unifying color.DEFINITIONS
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FINISHING PROCESS   CONTINUED

Open Pore   |   Open Pore leaves the wood grain and texture visible to the eye and distinguishable to the touch (Nucraft’s preferred look).
  Matte and Gloss

Full Fill   |   Full Fill is a lustrous, shiny look and is smooth to the touch.
         High Gloss

Metamerism/”Flip”   |   An effect where two similar pieces of veneer look very different based on viewing angle and lighting.

This phenomenon is also called “flip” because a surface may appear light as you look at it from one angle, but if you move to a different angle it       

  reverses and turns dark.

Metamerism is very apparent when veneer grains meet at 90-degree angles.

It may appear that the surfaces do not match, with one surface seemingly darker than the other.

It is important to understand the “flip” effect to be able to address concerns customers may have.

This effect can be minimized through grain direction and color consistently.

This is a natural feature of many wood species .

Aging and Light Exposure   |   Wood ages naturally over time and color changes occur as a result of exposure to UV rays and oxygen.

Exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light from the sun or artificial sources causes different species to react in different ways.

Continued exposure to direct sunlight causes veneer to age more dramatically.

      Maple darkens and turns a golden yellow

      Cherry and Sycamore darken

      Walnut and Wenge Lighten

Curing Process   |   Nucraft designed and built its own electric infrared ovens.

A Radio Frequency (RF) Chip identifies the appropriate settings specific to each component, finish color, and size. 

The product is cured in a manner which achieves very uniform heating across the entire surface of the product.
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LEED AND BIFMA E3

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)

Developed by U.S. Green Building Council

A voluntary green building certification system.

Third-party verification
 
Measurable, market-based definitions of progressively more
sustainable buildings.

FOUR LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT
Platinum   |   Gold   |    Silver   |    Certified

A HOLISTIC APPROACH, MEASURING:
Materials & Resources   |   Energy and Atmosphere   |   Sustainable Sites 

Water Efficiency   |   Indoor Environmental Quality

THERE ARE NINE LEED RATING SYSTEMS:
LEED for New Construction (LEED-NC)
LEED for Commercial Interiors (LEED-CI)
LEED for Existing Buildings (LEED_EB)
LEED for Core & Shell
LEED for Schools
LEED for Retail
LEED for Healthcare
LEED for Homes
LEED for Neighborhood Development (in pilot)

Most projects that involve furniture use LEED-NC or LEED-CI.

ONLY SEVEN CREDITS RELATE TO FURNITURE:
MR 4.1 - Recycled Content (10%)
MR 4.2 - Recycled Content (20%)
MR 5.1 - Regional Materials (Manufactured)
MR 5.2 - Regional Materials (Extracted & Manufactured)
MR 6 - Rapidly Renewable Materials
MR 7 - Certified Wood
MR 4.5 - Low-Emitting Materials

Nucraft  reports product performance relative to these credits 
using Environmental Statements

   

Developed by BIFMA

A voluntary green product certification system

Optional third-party verification (level®)

Measurable, market-based definitions of progressively more 
sustainable products

THREE LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT
Platinum (level 3)   |   Gold (level 2)   |   Silver (level 1)
 
A HOLISTIC APPROACH, MEASURING
Materials   |   Energy & Atmosphere   

Human & Ecosystem Health   |   Social Responsibility

Superior to single-attributes certification systems 
(Greenguard, FSC, etc.)

One rating system - level®

Nucraft is level® 
certified on many products. 

Please visit nucraft.com for current listing, or 
look on the level® website: levelcertified.com

BIFMA e3 / level®
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FOREST STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL 
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) was established in 1993 to establish international forest management 

standards (known as the FSC Principles and Criteria) to assure that forestry practices are environmentally 

responsible, socially beneficial and economically viable.

There are two types of FSC Certification

Forest Management Certification   |   This is awarded to responsible forest managers after their operations successfully    

                                      complete audits of forestry practices and plans

Chain of Custody (COC) Certification   |   This is awarded to companies that process, manufacture and/or sell products made of   

                  certified wood that successfully complete audits to ensure that the FSC-Certified raw   

                  material coming into the manufacturing process is the same material going out to      

                               their customers as the finished product.

          Because Nucraft is a manufacturer, we received this type of certification.   
           Nucraft’s certificate number is SCS-COC-001174
          A copy can be downloaded from our Web site at www.nucraft.com

Certification is a “seal of approval” that enables consumers, including architects and specifiers, to identify and procure wood products from

well-managed sources and thereby use their purchasing power to influence and reward improved forest management activities around the world. 

It also assists them in obtaining the Credit MR7 (Certified Wood) point for projects that are pursuing LEED certification

FSC Certification only applies to the wood-based components of the product. Therefore, the core material, lumber and veneer will be FSC-certified 

when the FSC option is specified. All non wood-based materials (metal, glass, etc.) are not affected.

In most cases, there is no upcharge for FSC.

Nucraft currently has all of our confernce, casegood, and training table lines certified to the BIFMA FES standard.

Although all of our Furniture is finished with the same low-emitting finishing system, because the test is product specific, 
products that we have not submitted for testing, such as occasional tables, are not certified.

 

BIFMA FURNITURE EMISSIONS STANDARD (FES)

TYPES OF CERTIFICATION
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